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1. Introduction
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The follöwing result was proposed by Guy [3]:
1.1. Proposition.
Let 0 be a set, let M and N be algebras of subsets of 0,
and let u M ~E and v : N ~E be positive additive set
functions. Then the following are equivalent:
(a)
(b)
U(A) < v(B) and v(C) < u(D) holds for all A, DEM-
and B, CEN satisfying A c B and C c D .
There exists a positive additive set function
<p . 20 -+ E satisfying <p(A) = u(A) .for all AEM.
and <p(A) = v(A) for all AEN .
This result is remarkable since it characterizes the existence
of a positive common extension in terms of the set functions alone;
by contrast, no such result is known in the case of bounded
additive set functions, where some condition on the algebras
seems to be indispensable; see Lipecki [8] and Schmidt and
Waldschaks [12]. Moreover, Proposition 1.1 cannot be extended
to more than two set functions; see Bhaskara Rao and Bhaskara
Rao [2; Example 3.6.3].
Unfortunately, the proof of Proposition 1.1 given by Guy [3] is
incorrect, as will be made precise in Section 4 of this paper,
and the proofs given by Bhaskara Rao and Bhaskara Rao [2;
Theorem 3.6.1] and Kindler [5,6] are rather extensive. In the
present paper we prove a general extension theorem for families
of positive vector measures which gives an easy access to vector-
valued versions of Proposition 1.1 and results due to Horn and
Tarski [4] and Marczewski [10,11].
3Throughout this paper, let g be a set and let ~ be an order
complete Riesz space. Let us first recall some definitions and
facts which will be needed in the sequel:
For a Riesz space E: , a linear operator T : JH---+ ~ is posi tive
if Tx E~+ holds for all x E E:+ • For further details on Riesz
spaces and linear operators, see [1].
For an algebra F of subsets of Q, a vector measure
cp : F ~ ~ is positive if it maps F into CG+. Let
JE(F) : = lin { XA I A E F }
and define X: F ---+E(F) by letting
where
X(A) := XA
denotes the indicator function of A E F • Then E (F)
is a Riesz space with order unit Xg, and X is a positive
vector measure. Moreover, each vector measure cp: F ---+~
defines its representing linear operator T : JE(F) -;» ~ ,
given by
n
T ( L a. X
A
)
i= 1 1. i
:=
n
L
i=1
a.cp(A. )
1. 1.
and each linear operator T : JE(F) ---+ ~ defines a vector
measure cp : F ~ ~ , given by
cp : = ToX
Obviously, cp is positive if and only if T is positive.
2. positive operators
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The following extension theorem is a consequence of the
Hahn-Banach theorem for linear operators; for a proof, see
[1; Theorem 2. 8] :
2.1. Proposition.
Let JE be a Ries z space with order uni teE JE + ' let JF be a
subspace of JE satisfying e E JF , and let S : :IF~ CG be a
positive operator. Then there exists a positive operator
T : IE -+ CG satisfying Tx = Sx for all x E JF .
For a Riesz space JE and a family {JEö I ö ED.} of subspaces
of JE , let <Il (JEö ö ED.) denote the collection of all families
{ Xö E JEö I ö ED.} satisfying Xö t- 0 for at most fini tely many
ö ED. • A family {Tö: IEö -+ CGI ö ED.} of linear operators
has a cornrnonextension if there exists a linear operator
T : IE -+ CG satisfying Tx = Töx for all ö ED. and x E JEö .
2.2. Theorem.
Let JE be a Riesz space with order unit e E JE+ and let
{JEö I ö ED.} be a family of subspaces of JE satisfying
e EnD. JECS • For a family {Tö: IEö -+ CG I ö ED.} of positive
operators, the following are equivalent:
(a)
(b)
2-D.Töxö ECG+ holds for each family {xc} E <Il( JEö ö ED.)
satisfying 2-D.Xö E JE+ •
The family {Tö} has a positivecornrnon extension
T : IE~CG •
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Proof. It is sufficient to prove that (a) implies (b).
Define JE':= lin (UßJE5) . Then the mapping S : JF~ CG ,
given by
Sx := Lß T5x5
for all x E JE' and arbitrary {xÖ} E cI> ( JE5 I 5 Eß ) satisfying
x = Lß x5 ' is well-defined and linear, and it is also positive.
Now the assertion follows from Proposition 2.1. 0
Theorem 2.2 is due to Maharam [9].
3.
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Positive vector measures
For a family {F 0 I 0 E ß} of algebras of subsets of g,
a family {<po: F0 ~ a:; 0 E ß} of vector measures has a
common extension if there exists a vector measure <P :
satisfying <P(A) = <Po(A) for all 0 E ß and A E F0 .
3.1. Theorem.
Let {F 0 I 0 E ß} be a family of algebras of subsets of g.
For a family {<po: Fo ~ a:; I 0 E ß} of positive vector
measures, the following are equivalent:
m m+n
(a) L <Po(i)(Ai) < L <Po(i)(Ai) holds fori=1 - i=m+1
all m, n E:N , all A1 ' ..., A E Uß Fo satisfyingm+n
m m+n
L XA. < L XA. , and all 0(1) , ..., o (m+n) E ßi=1 - i=m+1~ ~
satisfying Ai E Fo(i) for all i E {1, ...,m+n} .
(b) The family {<po} has a positive common extension
g
<P : 2 ~<G.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that (a) implies (b). For
all oEß define JEo:= JE(Fo) and let To . lEo ~a:; denote, .
the representing linear operator of <Po . We claim that
0 < Lß Tögo-
holds for each family {go} E Q ( JEo I 0 Eß ) satisfying 0 ~ Lß go .
Indeed, this is obvious for families of simple functions taking
their values in 7l , by the assumption on {<po}' and hence for
families of simple functions taking their values in ~ • Consider
now an arbitrary family {go} E Q ( JEo I 0 Eß) satisfying 0 ~ Lß go '
and let m denote the number of 6 E ß for which go::f 0 •
For each k E:N and 0 E ß choose go,k E JEo such that
7 -
each g6,k takes its values in CO and satisfies g6,k = 0 if g6 = 0
and 1 <g6,k - km XQ g6 < g6,k- -
Then we have, for all k EJN ,
and hence
o
o
<
< < 1+ - TXk Q
Since m is order complete and hence Archimedean, we obtain
o <
which proves our claim. Define now QJE := JE(2 ) . By what we have
shown and Theorem 2.2, the family {T6} has a positive cornrnon
extension T : JE~ m , and it is then clear that the vector
measure <p given by
<p : = ToX
is a positivecornrnon extension of the family {<p6} •
In the case m = R , Theorem 3.1 Ls equivalent to a result of
Lembcke [7].
As a consequence of Theorem 3.1 we obtain the following
vector-valued version of Proposition 1.1:
o
3.2. Corollary.
Let F1 and F2 be algebras of subsets of Q. For positive
vector measures <P1 : F1 -+ m and <P2 : F2 -+ m , the following
are equivalent:
(a) < <p. (A.) holds for all
- J J
and A. E F. satisfying
J J
i,jE{1,2}
A. c A .•
l J
and all
(b) <P1 and <P2 have a positive cornrnonextension
Q
<p : 2 -+m.
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Proof. Consider m, n E:N and A1, •••, Am+n E F1 U F2
satisfying
m
~ XA.i=1 1
<
m+n
~
i=m+1
X-A.
1
and hence
rtl+n
~ XA.i=1 1
<
For iE{1, ...,m+n}, define
if Ai E F 1
m+n
and h:= ~ XD.i=1 1
otherwise
h E JE(F2) , and g + h < nXQ •
For kE{1, ••• ,n} , define
{ A.C. 1:=1
(/J
and
D. := A .......C
1 1 1
Define now
m+n
g := ~ XC.i=1 1
Then we have g E JE(F1) and
and
N
k
: = {w E g I kXg (w) < nXg (w) - h (w) }
Then we have Mk E F1 and Nk E F2 ' and we also have Mk C Nk
ahd thus
n
~ X = nx~ - h = nx -k=1 Nk ~6 g
previous inequality, we obtain
Using
and
and the
m+n
~ XC.i=1 1
= g =
m+n
~ XD.i=1 1
9 -
m+n n
:L <+>1(Ci) = :L <+>1(Mk)i=1 k=1
n
< :L <+>2(Nk)- k=1
m+n
= n<+>2(Q)- :L <+>2(Di)i=1
m+n
:L (<+>1 (Ci)+<+>2 (Di)) < n<+>2(Q)-i=1
hence
whence
and thus
m+n
:L <+>,(,)(A.)
i= 1 J 1 1
=
m m+n
:L <+>'(,) (A,) < :L <+>,(,) (A. )
i=1 J 1 1 - i=m+1 J 1 1
for all j(1), o •• , j (m+n) E{1,2} satisfying A, EF,(,) for
1 J 1
all i E {1, •••,m+n} . The assertion now follows from
Theorem 3.1.
We now record two further applications of Theorem 3.1:
3.3. Corollary.
o
Let C be a collection of subsets of Q satisfying ~, Q E C .
If ~: C ~m is a set function such that
m+n
< :L ~(Ci)
i=m+1
holds for all m, n EJN and C1 ' ..., C E Cm+n
m m+n
:L XC, < :L XC,- i=m+1i=1 1 1
then there exists a positive vector measure <+>
satisfying <+>(C) = ~ (C) for all C E C •
satisfying
Proof.
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For each e E C , let Fe denote the algebra generated
by e and define a positive vector measure ~e : Fe ~~ by
letting ~e(e) := ~(e) and ~e(C) := ~(Q) -~(e) ; note that the
assumption on ~ yields ~e (C) = ~ (C) for all e EC satisfying C EC •
eonsider m, n E:N and A, A E U F1 ••• , m+n C e
m m+n
L XA. < L X-i=1 - i=m+1 A.1. 1.
and thus
m+n
L XA. < nXQi=1 -1.
Relabelling the A. if necessary, we obtain
1.
A1, ••• , Ap' Ap+1' ••• , Am+n E C
for some p E {O,1,•••,m+n} • Then we have
satisfying
hence
P
L XA. + (m+n-p)XQi=1 1.
<
m+n
L
i=p+1
X- + nXnA. ~~
1.
whence
and thus
P
L ~ (Ai) + (m+n-p)~ (Q)
i=1
m+n
L ~e(i) (Ai) < n~(Q)
i=1
m+n
< L ~(Ai) + n~(Q)
i=p+1
for all e(1), ..., e(m+n) E C satisfying for all
i E {1,...,m+n} . The assertion now follows from Theorem 3.1 CJ
In the case CG = E , eorollary 3.3 is due to Horn and Tarski [4];
see also Lembcke [7].
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3.4. eorollary.
Let e be a collection of subsets of Q such that
( r-\V D ) n ( r-\E E) ¥ ~
holds for any two disjoint finite subcollections V and E of e.
If r;: e ~~ is a set function which maps C into an order
bounded subset of ~+ ' then there exists a positive vector measure
Q<P : 2 -~ ~ satisfying <p(e) = r;:(e) for all e E e .
Proof. Let u: = sUPe r;:(e) . For each e E C , let Fe denote
the algebra generated by e and define a positive vector measure
<Pe : Fe ~ ~ by letting
eonsider m, n EE and .A1 ' ...,
m m+n
L XA. < L X-- i=m+1 A.i=1 ~ ~
and thus
m+n
L XA.i=1 ~
:= r;:(e)
<
and <pe(C) := u - r;:(e)
A E U F satisfyingm+n e e
We now reduce the previous inequality by subtracting
XA. = 0 if A. = ~~~
XA. = XQ if A. = Q and~~
XA. + XA. = XQ if Ai and A. are complementary.~ J JRelabelling the A. if necessary,~
we thus obtain
for suitable p, q, k E :N U {O} satisfying p+q < m+n and k < n
as weIl as
A1, •••, Ap' Ap+1' •••, Ap+q E e •
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By the assumption on C , we have
( p ) (p+q \
\ n A. n n A. ) :f ~i=1 1. i=p+1 1.
This yields p+q < k , hence-
< < ku
whence, reversing the previous reduction,
m+n
i: <Pe(.) (A. ) < nu. 1 1. 1.1.=
and thus
m+n
< i: <Pe(i)(ii)
i=m+1
for all e(1), • • 0 , e(m+n) E C satisfying for all
i E {1,...,m+n} . The assertion now follows from Theorem 3.1. 0
In the case CG = ~ , eorollary 3.4 is due to Marczewski [10,11];
see also Lembcke [7].
4. Remark
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The following example shows that the proof of Proposition 1.1
given by Guy [3] is incorrect:
In the notation of [3], define X := [0,1) as weIl as
1 1 1 1 2F1 := [0'2) F2 := [2,1) G1 := [0'3) , G2 := [3'3)
2 let R and S denote the algebras generated byG3 := [3,1) ,
the sets F1, F2 and G1, G2, G3, respectively, let A. R ~R
and u: S ~R denote the restrietions of the Lebesgue measure
to these algebras, and define N:= 2 and M:= 3 as weIl as
a1 : = -1 , a2 := -1 , b1 : = 1 , b2 := 1 , b3 := 1 • With these
definitions, the final equality in the formula following (12) is
false, and this is also true for the inequality by which it may
be replaced.
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